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Rhythms   in   Hearing,   Speaking,   and   Thinking 
Our   minds   operate   with   the   simultaneous   overlap   of   different   thought   patterns.   These   thought 
patterns   differ   in   their   ability   to   resolve   and   to   express   thoughts   and   emotions.   This   is   illustrated   in 
brainwave   patterns   in   which   the   presence   of   certain   rhythms   indicates   the   presence   of   general 
thought   structures.  
 
High   frequency   rhythms   carry   the   emotions   of   vigilance,   concern,   anxiety,   fear.   But   also   reflex, 
quick   response,   and   discernment.   They   exist   to   facilitate   the   process   of   receiving   and   transmitting  
information,   and   reflecting   on   information.  
 
Middle   frequency   rhythms   support   attention   to   the   environment   and   the   body’s   coordination,  
action,   and   response.   Slower   frequencies   provide   periods   of   longer   attention   and   expanded 
self-awareness,   and   with   these   frequencies   we   build   space   to   recall   memory,   form   associations,  
and   think   creatively. 
 
By   learning   to   change   the   volume   of   one   these   frequencies   --   verbal   thinking   is   probably   the   most 
accessible   channel   --   you   learn   to   change   the   volume   in   the   others   also.   Cognitive   lability   is 
reflected   in   one’s   ability   to   modulate   one’s   brain   frequencies.   

Disassociating   and   Detaching 
Thinking   is   like   eating:   you   focus,   grab   onto,   chew   on,   swallow,   and   digest.   You   then   go   on   to   the 
next   thought.   Not   all   thoughts   are   “edible;”   quite   a   few   thoughts   are   distasteful.   Learning   what   is 
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right   to   think   about   is   as   important   as   learning   what   is   right   to   eat.   Part   of   this   is   learning   how   not 
to   think   about   things,   how   to   resist   certain   thoughts,   and   reject   certain   ideas. 
 
The   first   exercise,   “Entrainment   with   High   Frequencies,”   is   about   creating   attention,   moving 
attention,   and   getting   control.   It’s   about   tension   and   anxiety,   and   it’s   an   easy   exercise   because 
most   of   us   are   tense   and   anxious   almost   all   the   time.   This   exercise   asks   you   to   bring   this   tension 
to   the   foreground,   so   that   you   can   see   it   clearly,   recognize   it   as   being   under   your   control,   and 
separate   from   it. 
 
The   exercise   titled   “Letting   Go   of   Disturbing   Issues”   is   not   about   discretion,   it’s   about   detachment.  
It’s   simply   an   exercise   in   letting   go,   letting   go   of   anything.   You   decide   what   you   want   to   consider. 
You   need   the   skill   to   remove   from   your   mind,   or   your   heart,   those   thoughts   and   feelings   you   do 
not   want   to   engage   at   the   moment   and,   perhaps,   ever.  

The   Gut   Frequencies 
Gaining   an   awareness   of   your   body’s   frequencies   is   relaxing,   and   the   slower   frequencies   are 
sleep   inducing.   Our   gut   frequencies   are   some   of   the   slowest   we   can   follow,   but   usually   we   are   not 
even   aware   of   them   and,   unfortunately,   not   responsive   to   them.  
 
The   exercise   “Frequencies   of   the   Gut”   connects   you   to   your   stomach’s   frequency,   the   faster   of   a 
number   of   gut   frequencies,   with   the   objective   of   enabling   you   to   always   be   engaged   with   it.   The 
idea   behind   frequency   control   is   that   once   you   open   a   connection   to   your   frequencies,   you   don’t 
have   to   think   about   them.   They   are   the   thinking   process   itself,   not   the   object   of   thinking.   You   learn 
frequencies   by   becoming   them.   Once   you   have,   you   never   need   to   “think”   about   it. 

The   Cross-over   State. 
The   exercise   “Focused   Rhythms,   Heart   and   Lung”   combines   the   heart   and   the   lung   rhythms   and 
asks   you   to   alternate   your   focus   between   them.   The   objective   is   to   be   able   to   have   an   awareness 
of   both,   and   to   shift   your   awareness   to   either.  
 
Think   of   the   heart   rhythm   associated   with   the   process   of   mental   reflection,   not   anxious   or   hurried, 
just   accepting   and   considerate.   Think   of   the   breath’s   rhythm   as   a   dreamy   state   of   reverie,   a 
rhythm   that   puts   you   into   a   stare,   disconnected   with   what’s   around   you   and   sensitive   to   what   is 
welling   up   inside   you.  
 
The   heart   is   a   speaking   and   listening   rhythm,   the   breath   is   an   expressive   rhythm.   Your   object   here 
is   to   combine   them.   You   can’t   do   both   at   once,   so   you   alternate.   That’s   what   we   do   in 
conversation   with   one   another,   and   that’s   what   you   need   to   do   in   conversation   with   yourself.  
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Exercise:   Entrainment   with   High   Frequencies 
Begin   a   very   fast   beat.   Count   to   three   in   the   span   of   1   second   and   keep   repeating   this 
count:   “1   2   3   1   2   3   1   2   3   …”   Then   drum   each   of   the   four   fingers   of   one   hand   with   every 
number   you   count.   You’re   tapping   four   times   with   each   count.   “One,”   tap   four   times.   “Two,” 
tap   four   times,   and   so   on.   Then   even   it   out   so   it’s   smooth.  
The   result   will   be   a   fast   drumming   with   your   fingers   at   the   rate   of   about   of   12   taps   each 
second.   Change   the   pattern,   your   fingers,   or   your   drumming   hand   so   that   you   can   keep 
drumming   comfortably. 
 
Pick   an   issue   of   concern,   something   that’s   been   on   your   mind.   It   doesn’t   need   to   be   big   or 
important,   just   present   and   unsettled.  
 
Expand   this   concern   so   that   you   can   see   it   as   a   full   issue.   See   it   in   its   various   parts:   a 
sense   of   concern   with   elements   of   anxiety.   Some   past   events   may   have   rubbed   you   the 
wrong   way,   or   cause   this   concern   to   lodge   uncomfortably   in   your   memory.   Some   fantasy 
you   may   have   about   how   some   related   event   may   turn   out   badly,   or   some   future   event 
may   create   new   trouble.  
 
Reflect   on   how   much   you   do   not   know   about   this   issue,   and   how   much   of   your   anxiety   is 
about   what   you   don’t   know,   cannot   control,   and   may   never   really   come   to   pass.   Pay 
attention   to   what   parts   of   your   body   feel   slightly   more   tense,   perhaps   just   a   prickling 
sense,   or   a   tiredness,   a   weariness.   Make   an   effort   to   relax   those   tense   areas,   perhaps 
your   neck   or   shoulders,   perhaps   your   back,   your   jaw,   your   hands.   Take   a   breath… 
inhale…   exhale.   How   does   this   concern   feel? 
 
Reflect   on   how   this   concern   started.   There   will   be   many   beginnings   but   two   are   most 
important.   The   first   is   how   the   issue   you   deal   with   now   began.   There   will   be   a   few   points   of 
origin.   There   will   be   the   first   time   you   realized   this   issue   was   a   problem,   and   there   will   also 
be   times   before   that   when   the   issue   cropped   up   but   you   did   not   know   then   that   it   would 
develop   into   a   larger   and   more   persistent   issue.  
 
The   second   is   the   earliest   similar   issue,   and   may   not   recall   how   that   started,   but   you   will 
recall   some   important   aspects   of   it,   probably   how   you   felt   at   some   point,   and   how   you   may 
feel   still.   What   feelings   come   to   you   when   you   think   about   these   old,   past   events? 
Feelings   that   you   may   have   once   had   before,   before   you   had   all   the   resources   now,   or 
feelings   you   have   now   that   you   didn’t   have   before   because   of   the   life   and   experience 
you’ve   had   since.   Take   a   breath…   inhale…   exhale.   How   do   you   feel   when   you   come   back 
to   the   present? 
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Reflect   on   how   this   concern   might   feel   in   the   future.   Look   forward,   as   if   you   were   standing 
on   the   bow   of   a   ship   looking   out   to   the   waters   ahead   of   you.   See   the   waves   as   the   issues 
of   your   life,   clearest   all   around   you,   a   wake   of   issues   behind   you,   and   waves   and   chop 
ahead   of   you.   Maybe   small,   maybe   not   so   small.   And   grey   in   the   distance.   Is   this   issue 
making   waves   in   your   future.   Might   you   navigate   them   more   adroitly?   You   know,   if   you   cut 
through   waves   right,   they   won’t   much   bother   you.   Even   big   ones.   They’re   just   bundles   of 
energy   resonating   in   the   fabric   of   the   universe.   You   don’t   fight   waves,   you   ride   them. 
 
Scan   your   body   and   see   where   you   have   more   or   less   awareness.   Where   is   your   weight 
when   you   think   about   these   issues,   these   waves,   these   disturbances   of   your   fabric?   Do 
you   brace   yourself,   and   if   you   do,   can   you   sink   into   it?   You   know,   in   a   moving   car,   boat,   or 
train   we   build   resistance   in   those   areas   that   keep   us   in   balance.   We   establish   some 
rigidity.   There’s   always   some   rigidity   somewhere.  
 
Located   an   area   where   there   is   tension,   and   move   your   focus   into   that   area.   You’ll   find   it 
where   you   feel   the   force,   an   area   that   feels   pushed   around.   We   brace   our   legs,   hold   our 
back,   sway   our   shoulders,   set   our   jaws.   This   is   where   the   tension   settles   and   becomes   a 
habit.   Our   tension   is   as   natural   as   the   waves   we   ride   on. 
 
See   this   body   tension   as   a   thing,   something   with   a   shape,   color,   or   separateness.   Use 
your   imagination.  
 
Make   this   tension   larger   and   feel   it   in   your   legs,   chest,   back,   or   neck.   Then   make   is 
smaller,   and   as   you   do,   quiet   the   tapping   of   your   fingers. 
 
Imagine   the   waves   getting   smaller,   turning   into   puppies,   and   then   into   ripples,   and   then 
the   surface   of   the   ocean   becoming   smooth,   undulating,   intensely   calm.  
 
Imagine   this   tension   disconnecting   from   your   body.   Imagine   yourself   in   a   field   with   clouds, 
or   an   ocean   shore   with   waves,   or   mountain   with   steep   sides,   and   let   this   tension   visually 
blow   away,   wash   away,   or   slide   away.   Try   all   of   these   visions,   or   any   other   that   speaks   to 
you. 
 
As   this   tension   shape   or   color   moves   away,   slow   your   rhythm   to   4   beats   per   second. 
You’re   still   vigilant   but   there’s   no   disturbance   out   there.   You   can   relax,   and   release. 
 
Again   reflect   on   how   this   concern   started,   now   that   your   rhythm   has   slowed.   Slowed   to   a 
patter,   as   if   the   storm   has   passed   and   the   rain   and   wind   are   just   draining   away.   The   sky   is 
exhaling.   Reflect   on   how   this   concern   feels   now,   at   this   slower   rhythm. 
 
Reflect   on   how   this   concern   might   feel   in   the   future,   slower   and   gentler.   The   surface   is 
smooth   ahead   of   you,   and   the   fabric   of   your   life   laid   out   flat,   like   a   heavy,   cotton   tablecloth,  
cradled   by   gravity   on   a   smooth   table’s   surface.   And   recall   how   much   this   is   just   one, 
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smooth   thing.   How   when   you   give   a   little   tug   at   the   corners   the   whole   tablecloth   relaxes, 
and   all   the   fabric   responds   to   that   one   little   smoothing   tug   at   the   sides.   Any   side,   any 
corner,   how   it   all   just   settles   down. 
 
Scan   your   body   and   see   it   now   quiet,   resting.   Not   asleep   but   in   a   resting   state.   Like   the 
surface   of   the   ocean   after   the   passing   of   a   squall.   Mirror   smooth.   With   all   the   fish   eyes   of 
your   subconscious   looking   up   to   see   the   undistorted   sky   and   clouds   through   the   pane 
glass   window   of   the   ocean’s   surface.   And   in   these   rare   and   precious   times   we   see 
ourselves   without   noise   or   distortion.   As   we   really   are,   not   holding   up   anything. 

 
 

Exercise:   Letting   Go   of   Disturbing   Issues 
Take   a   breath.   Inhale…   Exhale…   Settle   into   your   seat,   chair,   bed.   Whatever   surface 
you’re   on,   melt   into   it. 
 
Pick   an   issue   that   causes   you   anxiety.   It   doesn’t   have   to   be   clear,   direct,   or   immediate.   In 
fact,   better   that   the   issue   be   vague,   and   uncertain.   Your   relationship   with   your   parents, 
your   partner,   or   your   children,   or   the   lack   of   a   parent,   partner,   or   children.   It   could   be   about 
jobs   or   money,   or   your   uncertainty   about   meaning   and   direction   in   your   life. 

 
For   this   issue,   I   would   like   you   to   create   an   image,   a   token.   Some   object   that   you   can 
associate   with   this   issue.   It   doesn’t   have   to   be   something   actually   related   to   it,   but 
something   that   comes   to   mind   or   sight.   It   might   be   something   that   just   makes   you   feel 
good,   or   it   could   be   something   that   you   can’t   get   out   of   your   mind,   it   could   make   no   sense 
at   all. 
 
Create   a   hopeful   image,   something   that   represents   where   you   want   to   stand   in   the   future 
of   this   issue.   It   could   be   from   the   past,   or   an   imagining   of   the   future.   It   is   an   image   of 
power   and   attraction   that   resides   in   the   large   and   natural   landscape   of   your   mind.   It   could 
be   a   field,   a   shore,   a   wood,   a   comfortable   house,   a   friend   you’ve   known,   or   a   walk   you’ve 
taken,   a   sound,   a   song,   a   feeling   or   emotion.   There   might   be   other   things   around,   like 
clouds,   animals,   oceans,   gardens,   streams,   or   people. 
 
A   token   is   small   thing   that   reminds   you   of   this.   It   can   be   anything,   and   you   simply   make   it 
up.   Imagine   that   this   situation   is   presented   to   you,   as   if   from   nowhere.   What’s   the   first 
thing   that   comes   to   you   mind?   Make   is   small   and   portable,   something   you   can   always 
imagine,   and   simple   enough   to   be   just   a   reminder.   It   could   be   a   pebble,   a   crystal,   a   book, 
a   coin,   a   touch,   a   laugh. 
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Set   these   images   and   their   tokens   aside.   Remind   yourself   of   what   they   are   and   where 
you’ve   put   them.   You   can   imagine   each   is   a   view   out   a   window,   in   a   house,   or   a   grand 
hotel,   resort,   or   on   a   journey.   Each   token   an   object,   a   souvenir,   something   you   picked   up. 
 
Now   relax. 
 
Imagine   a   light   at   the   top   of   your   head   unfolding   to   envelop   you,   and   as   it   unfolds   let   it 
knead   the   muscles,   joints,   and   bones   it   passes.   This   will   take   some   time   as   you’ll   need   to 
go   inside   and   trace   some   ligaments,   to   get   both   sides,   and   down   the   edges.  
 
Your   neck,   holding   your   head,   and   relax   both,   and   settle   back   with   a   deep   breath.   Inhale… 
exhale…   Shoulders   attach   to   your   shoulder   blades   and   your   collarbone,   relaxing   the 
whole   complex   to   soften   your   chest. 
 
And   breathe   involves   your   chest,   heart,   and   lungs,   and   letting   these   go   releases   a   whole 
complex   of   tissues   causing   you   to   slump,   settle,   and   relax. 
 
And   move   into   your   gut,   although   you   may   not   know   you’re   connecting,   speak   to   it   with   an 
understanding   voice,   as   if   it   has   ears   and   a   voice,   and   it   broadcasts   the   coming   of   comfort 
like   Paul   Revere   riding   the   evening   roads. 
 
Down   to   your   legs,   and   big   muscles,   relax   them,   relax   their   weight   down   through   your 
knees,   shins,   ankles,   and   feet.   Down   to   the   soles   of   your   feet.   Down   to   your   toes.  

 
Picture   yourself   back   in   the   house,   resort,   or   journey.   In   a   state   of   deep   relaxation   find 
yourself   holding   the   token   of   your   first   image,   with   the   image   before   you.   And   as   you’re 
looking   out   on   this   vision   let   all   concerns   and   tensions   blow   into   the   clouds,   or   slip   into   a 
river,   or   tumble   across   a   field.  
 
See   the   cloud   drifting   off   into   the   horizon,   and   the   river   carrying   it   off   around   the   bend,   and 
the   field   tumbling   off   into   the   distance.   And   as   it   goes   --   not   resolved   but   simply   elsewhere 
--   look   into   the   landscape   or   background   of   the   scene.   Look   for   the   place   of   what   remains, 
more   comfortable   and   detailed. 
 
You   are   not   ignoring   the   issue,   you’re   just   seeing   it   more   slowly,   more   broadly,   with   more 
possibility,   purpose,   and   distance.   You   still   feel   the   issue,   but   you   don’t   feel   it   as   large,   and 
you   see   what’s   around   it   as   less   attached   to   you,   these   fading   issues.   Let   it   shrink   until 
you   just   relax,   knowing   that   other   views   present   other   insights,   and   other   insights   always 
arrive   as   strangers,   somewhat   out   of   place.  

 
And   you   don’t   feel   bothered   because   you   have   a   larger   connection.   
Connected   and   calm.  
Relax   in   your   back   and   chest. 
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Relax   in   your   arms. 
Relax   in   your   neck   and   shoulders.  
Relax   in   your   gut. 
 
Come   back   by   stepping   out   of   the   place   of   your   images   as   I   count   down. 
 
Five.   Feeling   relaxed   and   clear. 
Four.   Being   present   and   alert. 
Three.   The   energy   rises   up   through   your   body,  
Two.   Thinking   clearly   without   stress,   a   relaxed   state   of   presence. 
And   ONE,   back   here   in   this   room,   eyes   open,   full   of   calm   energy. 

 
 

Exercise:   Frequencies   of   the   Gut 
The   gut   frequencies   are   slow,   they   take   15   to   60   seconds   to   cycle.   So   I   want   you   to 
release   your   sense   of   time   in   order   to   get   in   touch   with   them.   Now   these   words   are   faster 
than   this   slow   cycle,   and   your   thoughts   race   and   tumble   faster   than   this,   and   so   does   your 
breathing,   and   so   almost   every   other   cycling   thing   around   you.   But   there   are   some   slower 
things,   though   you   might   not   have   thought   about   them.  
 
Your   emotions   cycle   slowly,   the   coming   and   going   of   feelings,   good   or   bad,   happy   or   sad, 
agitated   or   calm,   benign,   and   peaceful.   Feelings   come   and   go   with   the   frequency   of   your 
gut.   Your   gut   feelings.   Let’s   go   there. 
 
Begin   by   finding   a   relaxed   position   and   closing   your   eyes.   Uncross   your   arms   and   legs 
and   let   gravity   mold   you   to   your   chair.   Settle   into   the   feeling   behind   your   thought.   Perhaps 
you’re   curious,   attentive,   distracted,   uncertain.   Work   with   what   you’ve   got.   Nothing   is   bad, 
it’s   all   just   fodder,   compost.   It’s   all   compost.   You’re   here,   it’s   now,   we   deal   with   it. 
 
I   want   you   to   go   into   a   thoughtless   state,   which   just   means   a   state   of   jumbled   thoughts 
that   don’t   see   to   stack,   or      stick.   I   want   you   to   do   a   simple   counting   exercise,   counting 
backwards   from   15   out   loud   or   under   your   breath.   This   is   the   cycle   we   want   to   experience,  
so   this   count   from   15   to   1   will   synchronize   us   to   one   cycle.   Count   one   number   with   each 
slow   breath,   and   between   each   number   I   want   to   say   “Deeply   relaxed.”  
 
So   you’ll   say:   “15,...   deeply   relaxed.   14,...   deeply   relaxed.   13,...   deeply   relaxed….”   and 
just   keep   going   getting   more   relaxed   with   each   number   until   you   come   to   one.   And   then 
stop.  
 
You   don’t   need   to   get   there.   In   fact,   it’s   better   if   you   don’t.   Consider   these   numbers   like   a 
runway,   and   you’re   trying   to   take   off.   And   when   you   take   off,   the   numbers   are   left   behind, 
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and   you   stop   counting.   And   that   would   be   good,   and   then   you’d   be   above   counting,   and 
you’d   be   in   the   air.   But   if   you   do   get   down   to   1,   like   if   you   do   roll   down   to   the   end   of   the 
runway,   that’s   OK   too.   Next   time   you’ll   take   off.   When   you   try   it   next   time. 
 
In   order   to   take   off,   as   you   count,   let   the   numbers   slip   from   your   mind.   You   don’t   look   at 
the   end   of   the   runway   where   the   pavement   is   painted   with   those   big   stripes.   You   look   into 
the   air   above   paying   less   and   less   attention   to   the   numbers   as   you   pass   them.   And   you’ll 
find   the   numbers   just   start   getting   in   the   way.   Make   them   get   in   the   way,   so   that   your   need 
to   think   of   the   next   number   down   becomes   foggy,   and   you   just   let   them   fall   away,   and   you 
begin   to   rise   above   them.   Rise   into   a   slower,   longer   state   of   mind,   which   you’ll   feel   in   your 
stomach,   resonating   with   extra   low   notes,   like   the   foot   stomping   code   of   elephants.   You 
don’t   hear,   you   feel   it,   you   feel   for   it. 
 
And   when   the   numbers   become   simply   too   confusing   or   distracting,   just   stop   counting.   I’ll 
start   counting   with   you,   and   you   can   follow   me.   And   then   I’ll   stop   counting   and   you   can 
keep   counting,   and   then   you   can   stop   counting,   or   you   can   count   down   to   one.   Whatever 
you   want,   and   either   way   is   fine. 
 
Let’s   do   this   now.   And   the   numbers   fade   away,   or   you   find   yourself   arrive   at   the   end,   I   ask 
you   to   begin   imagining…   and   I’ll   start   talking   again,   painting   a   picture,   or   a   place,   and   a 
slow   experience.   A   15   second   experience,   or   maybe   slower,   I   don’t   know.   We’ll   see. 
 
15…   deeply   relaxed… 
14…   deeply   relaxed… 
13…   deeply   relaxed...  
12…   deeply   relaxed...  
11…   deeply   relaxed...  
10…   deeply   relaxed...  
9…      deeply   relaxed...  
8…      deeply   relaxed… 
(7)   … 
(6)   ...   You   keep   going... 
(5)   ... 
(4)   … 
(3)   … 
(2)   … 
(1)   … 
 
Picture   yourself   in   a   forest   at   night,   and   you’re   walking   along   a   dark,   wide,   clear   path 
leading   down   a   hill.   See   the   shapes   of   the   trees   around   you   and   lights   beyond   them.   As 
you   walk   around   a   broad,   dark   curve   you   come   upon   a   small   and   quiet   amusement   park, 
which   is   very   unusual   because   it   is   so   quiet.   The   sounds   are   muffled,   it’s   almost   silent.  
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These   are   all   gentle   attractions,   and   you   find   yourself   standing   in   front   of   a   Ferris   Wheel. 
There   are   murmured   voices   and   a   low   and   pulsing   hum.   You   are   welcomed   with   a   smile 
from   the   wheel’s   operator,   an   old   woman   in   a   heavy   coat,   tattered   and   patched   with   all 
colors   of   the   rainbow.   She   beckons   you   to   come   forward   and   climb   onto   the   gondola.   You 
do   this,   and   you   sit   in   the   small   chair,   at   the   bottom   of   the   big   circle,   with   the   large   ferris 
wheel   rising   above   you. 
 
As   the   wheel   begins   to   turn   you   slowly   breathe   a   long   breath   and   find   yourself   halfway   up 
to   the   top.   You   are   passing   the   middle   sections   of   the   trees   and   you   keep   moving.  
 
With   your   second   breath   you   find   yourself   arriving   at   the   top,   and   as   you   crest   over   the   top 
you   see   far   off   into   the   dark   night’s   horizon,   moving   forward,   rotating   on   the   crest   of   a 
wave. 
 
With   your   third   breath   you   begin   to   descend,   a   lightness   in   the   pit   of   your   stomach.   Being 
gently   let   down   into   the   tree   tops,   beside   the   branches   below,   and   now   you   can   see   the 
ground   below   your   feet. 
 
With   your   fourth   breath   you   find   yourself   moving   backwards   toward   the   bottom   of   the 
wheel,   where   the   old   woman   sits,   and   you   relax   and   let   our   your   breath.  
 
You   pass   her   on   your   next   circuit,   moving   up   again.  
 
You   take   another   breath   as   gravity   returns   to   reach   to   grab   you,   as   you   slip   upwards, 
halfway   up   to   the   top.   Passing   the   middle   sections   of   the   trees,   holding   out   their   arms   as 
you   keep   moving.  
 
Take   another   breath   as   you   circle   up   to   your   arriving,   moving   toward   the   top,   crest   over 
the   top   to   see   into   the   dark   night’s   horizon,   lights   on   the   horizon,   moving   forward,   rotating 
on   the   crest   of   a   wave.   Stars. 
 
With   your   third   breath   the   descent   begins   again,   and   gravity   is   even   less   present,   perhaps 
distracted,   thinking   about   other   things.   Settling   down   into   the   tree   tops,   into   the   arms   of 
the   branches,   and   the   liquid   ground   below. 
 
With   your   fourth   breath   you   find   yourself   moving   backwards   toward   the   bottom   of   the 
wheel,   and   the   wheel   slows   and   with   the   smallest   of   shudders,   perhaps   a   brake   or   the 
motor   on   it’s   last   turn,   the   old   woman   lets   out   the   throttle   and   you   relax,   your   seat   swings, 
and   let   our   your   breath.  

 
You   come   back   to   the   close   and   present   world,   the   one   around   you,   just   before   and 
behind   you.   And   you   look   at   the   old   woman   and   she’s   looking   at   you   clearly,   quietly, 
knowingly.   With   a   faint   and   knowing   smile,   as   if   you   had   a   conversation   that   no   one   spoke. 
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And   you   said   the   last   word,   you   said   the   only   words,   and   your   mind   is   is   drifting 
elsewhere,   and   you   get   off. 
 
And   after   you   get   off,   walk   quietly   back   the   way   you   came,   back   through   the   forest,   back 
up   the   hill,   to   a   lovely   place   overlooking   the   amusement   park,   and   the   Ferris   Wheel,   and 
the   lights   in   the   distance.  
 
And   the   runway   appears   below,   coming   up   to   meet   you   from   it’s   sedentary   distance,   rolled 
out   on   the   flat   plain.   And   you   see   it’s   markings,   and   its   numbers,   and   you   come   down   to 
meet   them,   kissing   the   tangent   of   the   parabola...   
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1   (*snap*).   Back   to   being   calm,   comfortable,   and   awake,   back   where   we   started. 
 

 

Exercise:   Focused   Rhythms,   Heart   and   Lung 
Uncross   your   legs,   place   your   hands   on   your   thighs   and   your   feet   on   the   floor.   Focus   your 
attention   on   your   hands,   and   let   them   relax.   Let   them   grow   large   in   feeling,   and   feel   a 
wave   unfold   from   your   shoulders,   past   your   upper   arms,   elbows,   forearms,   wrists,   and   into 
your   hands.   Feel   your   hands   large   and   soft,   as   if   surrounded   by   mittens. 
 
Pay   attention   to   the   sensations   inside   the   backs   of   your   hands   and   note   that   faint   pulsing. 
And   as   you   focus   more   on   it,   feel   it   grow   larger,   not   as   a   physical   pressure,   but   as   an 
energy   rush.   The   pulse   is   partly   in   your   hands   but   also   in   your   impression   of   them.   Feel 
this   pulse   and   pay   attention   to   how   it   swells   and   ebbs.   It   beats   once   each   second   and   it 
has   a   texture.  
 
Beat…   beat…   beat…   Say   it   out   loud,   or   to   yourself,   to   better   focus   on   it.   Put   in   your   mind 
the   image   of   a   metronome,   a   simple   pendulum   stick,   standing   upright   and   tipping   once   to 
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the   left   to   be   caught   and   righted,   and   once   to   the   right.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Left…   tic… 
right…   tic.   And   keep   this   image   going   in   the   back   of   your   mind,   in   the   background   sight   or 
sound,   or   perhaps   you   feel   its   pulse,   click,   tock,   tic,   or   shudder…   Left…   tic…   right…   tic. 
Left…   tic…   right…   tic.  
 
Move   your   attention   up   from   your   hands   to   your   shoulders   and   see,   or   hear,   or   feel   the 
simple   rhythm   of   this   beat.   Feel   it   somewhere   in   your   shoulders,   perhaps   the   base   of   your 
neck.   Follow   it   down   into   your   chest   and   notice   how   the   sensation   changes   from   a 
sensation   to   a   presence.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.  
 
It   does   not   seem   to   happen   at   the   same   time   everywhere,   but   delayed   as   it   radiates 
through   your   body.   It   is   not   your   heart   beating,   as   you   may   have   been   taught,   it   is   your 
body   beating.   All   of   your   vascular   body   dances   to   this   beat.   Your   heart   is   the   kettle   drum 
that   beats   the   loudest,   to   synchronize   them   all.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Left…   tic…   right… 
tic.  
 
See   if   you   can   feel   in   this   rhythm   a   texture.   Is   it   smooth   and   calm,   or   is   it   hesitant?   Can 
you   smooth   it   out   further   by   imagining   it   being   a   flow,   like   the   kind   of   rivulettes   that   you 
used   to   make   as   a   kid   with   dirt   and   a   bucket   of   water? 
 
Sit   and   relax   with   your   eyes   closed   feeling   the   pulse   in   your   hands   like   the   rocking   of   a 
rowboat,   or   a   canoe,   or   a   buoyant   piece   of   wood   floating   at   the   river’s   edge.   Explore   this 
small   world,   as   when   you   were   a   child   examining   the   world   of   ants,   and   as   you   do,   make   it 
bigger,   the   towering   grass,   the   giant   pebbles,   the   massive   waves   cresting   over   the   banks 
of   a   little   brook.   The   waves   carry   more   waves,   and   more   inside   them,   a   symphony   of 
rhythms   of   all   times   and   tempos,   sizes   and   signatures,   overtones   and   overtures   riding   on 
the   slow   second-by-second   tap   of   the   heart   beat. 
 
Now   shift   your   attention   to   your   breath.   Make   it   a   gentle   breath   with   a   certain   wonder   in 
the   inhale,   and   a   definite   tumbling   relaxation   on   the   exhale.   Inhale…   …   exhale…   … 
 
As   you   watch   your   breath,   ask   yourself   how   it   swells   and   ebbs.   You   breathe   about   once 
every   eight   seconds,   and   it   also   has   a   texture.   See   if   you   can   feel   this   texture.   Is   it   smooth 
and   calm,   or   is   it   declarative   with   authority?   Can   you   smooth   it   out   further   by   imagining   it 
being   a   flow?   Imagine   you’re   sitting   on   the   sand   at   a   beach   and   there   are   gentle   waves, 
and   you   watch   them   come   up   the   beach   and   disappear   back   down.   Some   of   the   water 
returns   to   the   surf,   but   much   of   it   just   sinks   into   the   sand. 
 
Imagine   the   rise   and   fall   of   your   chest,   and   the   breadth   of   your   rib’s   motion,   as   the   waves 
on   the   beach.   Rise   up…   …   and   sink   down…   Rise…   and   sink…   Up   …   …   and   down… 
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Move   to   stand   outside   yourself,   to   look   and   to   see   yourself   breathing.   Imagine   a   ferris 
wheel   turning   in   a   small   county   fair   just   after   twilight.   Lit   with   colored   lights   but   quiet,   tall 
and   peaceful.   And   you   get   on   the   wheel   through   a   low   gate   to   sit   in   a   small   gondola.  
 
The   wheel   starts   to   move,   and   you’re   moving   backwards,   and   you   slowly   lift   away   from   the 
ground   into   the   level   of   the   tree   limbs.   And   as   you   exhale   you   find   yourself   moving   straight 
up,   straight   up   into   the   tree   tops.   Inhale   as   you   break   above   the   trees,   and   exhale   in   the 
splendor   of   your   motion,   moving   forward   now,   above   a   sea   of   green   and   leaves.   Inhale   the 
pure,   fragrant   air   above   the   treetops,   and   exhale   as   you   feel   the   lightness   at   the   start   of 
your   descent.  
 
Inhale   as   you   seem   to   fall   into   the   treetops,   and   exhale   as   you   feel   yourself   moving 
straight   down.   With   your   last   inhale   you   see   the   ground   again,   people   milling   about,   and 
exhale   as   you   move   into   the   station,   slowing   as   the   keeper   opens   the   gate.   How   do   you 
feel   now   about   your   standing?   Lightheaded   as   you   step   off   the   swinging   seats. 
 
Now   I’d   like   you   to   alternate   your   attention,   first   on   your   pulse   and   the   feeling   of   energy   in 
your   hands.   And   I’d   like   you   to   pay   attention   to   that   until   it   becomes   a   clear   sensation   that 
you   can   trace   with   the   nail   on   your   thumb.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic. 
Slow   and   steady.   Easy   and   calm. 
 
Then   on   your   breath,   first   the   inhale…   then   the   exhale…   And   place   your   focus   on   that   for 
two   or   three   breaths,   until   you   feel   you   can   trace   it   as   well.   And   as   you   become 
comfortable   watching   your   breath,   go   back   to   your   hands…   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Left… 
tic…   right…   tic.   And   when   you   hear   your   pulse   clearly,   just   let   your   attention   drift   slowly 
back   to   your   breath.   Inhale…   exhale... 
 
Alternating   from   the   breath   in   your   chest,   to   the   pulse   in   your   hands.   And   as   you   do   this, 
be   aware   that   as   you   inhale,   your   pulse   opens   it   eyes,   as   it   were,   to   participate   in   the 
tension   of   your   chest,   diaphragm,   and   neck.   And   as   you   exhale   everything   relaxes, 
relaxes   into   a   state   of   slower   rhythm,   a   slower   pulse,   a   slower   attention,   a   slower   mind.  
 
Your   breath   is   an   orchestra,   the   inhale   swelling   with   the   string   section,   and   the   exhale 
blown   out   by   the   winds.   Your   breath’s   cycle   is   measured   by   the   conductor,   turning   first   to 
the   strings   for   your   inhale,   and   then   to   the   woodwinds   for   your   exhale.   The   conductor 
turns   to   one   and   your   heart   beats   its   tempo,   then   turns   to   the   other.   And   each   section   tips 
it’s   timing   in   coordination   with   the   others.   Inhale…   exhale...  
 
See   if   you   can   return   to   your   regular   world   retaining   these   rhythms,   the   calm   breath 
lapping   on   the   shores   of   your   attention,   and   the   even   pulse   always   aware   of   the   muscles 
and   organs   in   your   body.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Left…   tic…   right…   tic.   Inhale…   exhale…  
 
And   now   come   back,   letting   your   awareness   rise   first   up   to   your   neck   and   shoulders.  
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Calm   and   comfortable,   let   your   energy   rise   into   your   face.   Feel   it   enter   your   jaw,   mouth, 
and   lips   up   to   your   nose.   Back   into   your   eyes,   your   mind,   and   your   mind’s   eye.   Fully 
aware,   fully   awake,   eyes   open,   feeling   and   seeing   clearly,   brightly,   healthy,   sound,   and 
present. 
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